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Tourism

5145 jobs created

Low carbon, Local tourism
Stimulus Package
Low Carbon Local Tourism

Jobs

10,000 solar-powered operators

2100

Infrastructure &
Interpretive upgrades

500

Build Walkways,
bike paths and trails

500

Seed funding for RTOs

20

Monitoring GHG at
UN Observatory

5

Connecting citizen science
with tourism

10

Department resources

10

Conservation Stimulus

Total

2000

5145

The opportunity

WA’s tourism industry is one of our biggest
employers and has also been one of the hardest
hit by the COVID-19 crisis.
Ordinarily, WA’s tourism industry contributes $12.2
billion in revenue yearly and employs 109,000
people across the state1 - the large majority in
micro and small businesses.2 In regional areas
the industry accounts for up to 26% of total
employment, often making up the backbone of
remote communities’ economies.3 Ordinarily the
tourism sector is as large as mining.4
The impact of COVID-19 has seen industry
revenue decrease by $3.1 billion and more
than 30,000 jobs have been lost so far – one
third of the industry.5 The Tourism Council of
WA has found 34% of tourism businesses are
not viable without interstate business and
estimated 42 jobs are lost every day the WA
borders remain closed.6
Clean State commends the McGowan
government’s $14.4 million Tourism Recovery
Program that has offered cash payments and
grants to help keep tourism businesses afloat.
While immediate stimulus packages urgently
need to focus on keeping tourism operators
and communities afloat, a longer-term goal of
fostering a more sustainable industry can also
be achieved.

“Sustainable tourism is much more than beautiful
scenery and adventure based experiences. It’s
a closed system of education and custodial
contribution to make sure that the resources are
available for our children and people to come.”
Liz Jack, Denmark WA resident ,
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Centre of Sustainable Tourism

Background artworks by John Briggs

Under the stars in Dalwallinu with Fervor in 2019
(Credit: Mick Sippe)

The proposal

Clean State proposes a range of immediate stimulus measures, including:
infrastructure and transport upgrades, tourism product development,
and measures to monitor the sector’s carbon emissions.
1.

 n urgent Conservation stimulus
A
package for tourist regions particularly
hard hit by COVID-19 including Albany
(Kinjarling), Denmark, Augusta-Margaret
River, Busselton, Wyndham-East Kimberley,
Broome, Shark Bay, and Exmouth creating
1500-2000 full time jobs. ($75m, with
matched funding from the Commonwealth)

2.	
A marketing campaign encouraging West
Aussies to support local tourism and book
a trip in their backyard this year, building
on Tourism WA’s intrastate campaigns.
(Reallocating existing $22m marketing and
aviation development)
3. A
 n Energy Efficiency & Rooftop Solar
package to 10,000 tourism businesses to
eliminate their power bills overnight and
create a local economic stimulus. ($50m)
4. I nfrastructure upgrades in national parks
and reserves, and a funding package
for local artists to update and upgrade
signage at key tourist and cultural sites.
($22m additional funding to $22m already
allocated to Parks)

6. A
 n immediate funding boost to local
tourist information centres and visitor
facilities for upgrades to facilities,
exhibitions, interpretative signage. ($5m)
7. N
 ew, zero carbon transport infrastructure
in and between major destinations,
including trackless trams and electric buses.
($200,000 for Department staff to plan this)
8. S
 upporting and promoting citizenscience travel opportunities that deliver
meaningful experiences to guests and
leverage volunteers into conservation
efforts. ($2m)
9.	Provide additional seed funding of
$300,000 for each of the state’s 5 Regional
Tourism Organisations (RTOs) to help
identify and implement eco-tourism
product development projects. ($1.5m)
10.	Funding for permanent monitoring of
tourism related GHG emissions at the UN
World Tourism Organisation’s ‘Sustainable
Tourism Observatory’ here in WA in order to
trace well-informed mitigation strategies.

5.	
Build more walkways, bike paths and
touring trail circuits across all five tourist
regions to match the massive trend uptick
in hiking and cycle tourism. ($35m)

“The main focus for us is to leave nothing behind,
to leave it better than how we found it. We have all
these beautiful landscapes around us, but we’ve
really got to take care of it. I think it’s really important
for us as tour operators to keep that in mind.”
Paul Iskov, Fervor Executive Chef & Owner
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Background

Conservation stimulus package for regions
hard hit by COVID
A report by Ernst and Young released on 1 July
2020 identified the eight regional areas in WA
that have been hardest hit by COVID-19 as
Albany, Denmark, Augusta-Margaret River,
Busselton, Wyndham-East Kimberley, Broome,
Shark Bay, and Exmouth;7 all key tourism
hotspots.
Clean State is echoing calls of more than 70
conservation, land management and farming
organisations for a stimulus investment into
conservation and land management programs
in these Local Government Areas as targeted
economic stimulus to provide to help people
get back to work in meaningful roles in their
local communities.8
“This program would create opportunities for
young people, women and unskilled workers,
who have been particularly hard hit by the
current economic crisis, and can be rolled
out fast, to provide work when and where it is
needed most.” - Nerida Bradley, CEO, Australian
Land Conservation Alliance.
This would create 1500 -2000 full time jobs
immediately, and investment could be
targeted to priority conservation areas
including restoring rivers and coastal habitats,
increasing native seed supply, and delivering
strategic threatened species recovery actions.
Each of our five tourism regions feature
exceptional natural features found nowhere
else in the world, fresh local produce and
rich and ancient cultures. As environmental
awareness escalates, WA can magnify its
tourism appeal by building a strong sustainable
reputation for low impact, low carbon tourism
experiences. Efforts to promote WA’s natural
environment and to protect it will ensure WA
stays attractive to visitors in the long run.

Volunteers collecting data at the Twin Creeks
Community Conservation Reserve, owned and
managed by Friends of the Porongurups
(Source: Maggie Shanklin)

Case Study

Gondwana Link – Great Southern
Biodiversity Link Trail

A range of experiences are being developed
with a focus on the landscape scale
restoration underway in Gondwana Link
ecosystem restoration areas. This digitally
based Nature Trail, which will shortly also
include ‘Landcare Loop’, provides a cohesive
narrative and rich place specific stories on
the ecological, social and cultural richness of
the Great Southern. The Trail utilizes existing
infrastructure, adds to the viability of existing
facilities, builds social enterprise opportunities
for community-based groups as well as
valuable educational resources for visitors.
Economic analysis, conducted pre COVID 19,
suggests an impressive cost-benefit ratio.
Once established, the Trail is easily maintained
and is an ideal for visitors as they plan their
trip, and for being connected to local efforts
during the trip.

This would cost $150m and would be funded
jointly with the federal government.

“We make the mistake with tourism thinking
access means more roads. We’ve got to give
people social access. We’ve got to give visitors’
access to the information that helps them
understand where they are.”
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Keith Bradby, CEO of Gondwana Link

Energy Efficiency & Solar package
Tourism is a significant contributor to GHG
emissions, accounting for 8% of total global
greenhouse gas emissions, mostly through
transport, accommodation, shopping and food
consumption. The main drivers of our domestic
and international visits WA (to experience our
expansive coastlines, unique natural sights
and ecologically spectacular environments,
and local food & wine) are also extremely
vulnerable to the impacts of climate change.9
Mitigation strategies should therefore consist of
two approaches: sufficiency, whereby the focus
lies on changing tourists’ behaviour towards
greater environmental and cultural awareness,
and efficiency, in which strategies target ways
the industry itself can adopt more sustainable
practices.
This is why Clean State is advocating for an
Energy Efficiency package that would provide
a free refurbishment package to the office (or
home office) of operators including insulation,
efficient lighting and water fittings, replacing
heating and cooling, and installing rooftop
solar at up to 10,000 businesses. By virtually
eliminating operators’ power bills overnight, it
will create much needed savings to business’
bottom lines of between $800-$1600 each year,
(or $16m collectively). It will generate 2100 new
jobs, most of these in the regions.
The scheme would cost approximately $50m.
The scheme would also reduce emissions by
84,000 tonnes, which would be worth $37.8m
over 30 years at a price of $15/tonne.

Case Study
Collie Adventure Trail
Collie, known for being a coal mining town,
is being transformed into a world-class
adventure trail town through the ‘Collie
Adventure Trails’ initiative, determined to
attract cyclists and bushwalkers of all levels
to its bush circuits. The project is expected to
create 160 jobs, 33 directly in tourism45.

Infrastructure & Interpretive upgrades
Building more walkways, bike paths and
touring trail circuits across all five tourist
regions are an incredibly effective stimulus
measure and match the massive trend uptick
in hiking, trek, and cycle tourism. Upgrading
infrastructure and signage in national parks
and nature reserves by replacing old or
hazardous boardwalks with paths made
from durable recycled material and installing
‘smart’ furniture that runs on solar energy to
support visitor needs (charging station &, WiFi)
are also recommended as powerful local
stimulus measures.
Providing funding for local artists to enhance
interpretation and interactive signage at tourist
points and culturally significant sites would
also provide meaningful employment to local
artists.
$35m is proposed for these upgrades.
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Dr Nic Dunlop on Abrholos Islands

Case Study
Houtman Abrohlos Observatory concept
The WA Government recently established the ‘Abrolhos Islands
National Park’ to boost commercial tourism in the mid-west to
save a declining regional economy. However, there are very
limited resources on the Island to run the Park and no resources
proposed for terrestrial ecosystem and wildlife monitoring in the
context of increased visitation rates. This is a gap that could be
filled with a coordinated citizen-science program (with paying
tourists and volunteers) by establishing a ‘Houtman Abrolhos
Observatory’. This concept was introduced in CCWA’s Sentinel
Seabirds Guide. It would also add capacity to the way the
National park is being managed.

Citizen science & Ecotourism
Incorporating citizen science with travel
provides a meaningful way for tourism to
add value to conservation and a way to
market tourism products to new audiences.
Environmental charity Earthwatch has
observed a 20% participation increase in their
citizen science travel offer over the past 5 year,
with guests taking part in activities ranging
from climate change mitigation to ocean
health and wildlife conservation18.
$2m is proposed for marketing and promotion
of citizen science operations to potential
audiences.

Case Study
South West Bush-bird opportunities
South-Western Australia has a high
proportion of endemic bush-birds that
attract birders from around the world
including the eastern States and New
Zealand. According to Dr Nic Dunlop, an
eminent Western Australian seabirds
expert, tours with guides that specialise
in finding and interpreting these
endemics would service this market.

Regional Tourism Organisations
Clean State is advocating for additional seed
funding ($300,000) for each of the state’s 5
Regional Tourism Organisations (RTOs) with the
purpose of identifying and implementing ecotourism product development projects.
Product diversification and availability is key to
ensuring visitor numbers and spending. RTOs
are in a favourable position to lead product
development projects as they work closely with
a broad network of local stakeholders and have
a grounded understanding of the complexities
facing their particular region. Increased funding
would allow organisations to hire more staff
to aid members through recovery, improve
destination marketing, and provide seedfunding for the development of sustainable
tourism products. These aspects combined will
enhance the region’s attractiveness and boost
tourism numbers.
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A big marketing push encouraging West
Aussies to support local tourism this year
With uncertain national travel restrictions and
prolonged international travel restrictions in
place, intrastate travel will continue to play a
pivotal role in sustaining the industry.
Clean State acknowledge Tourism WA has
launched their biggest intrastate marketing
campaign ‘Do it in WA’ (or ‘Wander out Yonder’)
this year in response to COVID-19, allocating
$4.85 million to get West Aussies into regions.
This campaign should be adjusted according
to industry feedback and encouraging West
Aussies to explore our back yard and support
our regions doing it tough and could be funded
by repurposing $22m allocated for international
marketing in the 2019 budget.

What would it cost?

Low carbon tourism & Emissions monitoring
Low-carbon tourism has emerged as an
alternative type of travel aiming at delivering
high-quality experiences with reduced carbon
emissions14. The focus of low-carbon tourism is
to engage in meaningful localised food, culture,
nature and history experiences whilst travelling
shorter distances, opting for lower emission
transportation options, staying longer in each
destination, and using environmentally friendly
products and services15. The growing appetite
for authentic, sustainable, nature-based
experiences can be met to a large extent by
WA’s plural tourism offers and products.
Destination marketing campaigns have been
successful in instilling a powerful notion of WA
as a haven of nature-based adventures, but
this can be further accentuated by leveraging
on sustainable practices to form a reputable
environmentally conscious destination.
Funding and support for WA tourism operators
to become ECO certified should be explored.
Ecotourism Australia has expanded their ECO
Certification program to include Climate Action
certification, which is offered to all sectors of
the tourism industry and assists in reducing
carbon emissions and assuring sustainable
practices that address climate change. The
program also supplies Respecting our Culture,
EcoGuide and ECO Destinations certification
WA is home to a UN World Tourism
Organisation’s ‘Sustainable Tourism
Observatory’, the first of its kind in Australia. Led
by Curtin University’s Tourism Research Cluster
it monitors sustainability markers in the South
West including tourism visitation, employment,
waste and water management. Further funding
is required to monitor the tourism industry’s
carbon emissions as this requires a thorough
supply-chain analysis.
This is why Clean State is advocating for funding
for the permanent monitoring of tourismrelated GHG emissions at this facility, in order to
identify well-informed mitigation strategies in
the South West, and would also provide a great
working example of how mitigation could be
identified in the tourism sector.

The McGowan Government’s 2019 Budget
committed $22m to pre-COVID-19 appropriate
areas including international destination
marketing and aviation development. This
could be reallocated to target intrastate and
interstate visitors instead. Funding of $22m
was allocated to the creation and ongoing
management of parks and reserves, which
should be doubled to $44m, to fund new
and upgraded infrastructure and facilities,
particularly in advance of substantially more
local tourists while international travel remains
closed.10
A total of $190.7 million is proposed in this
package, including:

•	$75m for the Conservation Stimulus
package (assuming co-funding from the
Commonwealth government)

•	$50m for 10,000 Energy Efficiency and Solar
power upgrades to operators

•	$22m additional for Infrastructure upgrades
in Parks and reserves ($22m already
allocated)
•	$35m for Trails and Infrastructure and
Interpretive/signage upgrades including a
local artist package
•	$5m for Local Tourist Information Centres
and Visitor facilities
•
•

$1.5m for Regional Tourism Operators

$2m for Citizen Science promotion; and

•	$200,000 Department resources to
investigate zero carbon transport at and
between destinations

How many jobs would it create?

This package would create 5145 jobs, including
up to 2000 in conservation, 2100 in energy
efficiency and solar, and 1000 in infrastructure,
arts and design.
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